Face perception and recognition have attracted more attention recently in multidisciplinary fields such as engineering, psychology, neuroscience, etc. with the advances in physical/physiological measurement and data analysis technologies. In this paper, our main interest is building computational models of human face recognition based on psychological experiments. We specially focus on modeling human face recognition characteristics of average face in the dimension of distinctiveness. Psychological experiments were carried out to measure distinctiveness of face images and their results are explained by computer analysis results of the images. Two psychological experiments, 1) Classical experiment of distinctiveness rating and, 2) Novel experiment of recognition of an average face were performed. In the later experiment, we examined on how the average face of two face images was recognized by a human in a similarity test respect to the original images which were utilized for the calculation of the average face. To explain results of the psychological experiments, eigenface spaces were constructed based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Significant correlation was found between human and PCA based computer recognition results. Emulation of human recognition of faces is one of the expected applications of this research.
Introduction
Psychologists and computer scientists/engineers have addressed the face perception and recognition problem from different perspectives for decades [1] - [3] . Psychologists have mainly concentrated to reveal cognitive process following perception and to develop information models or to investigate perceptual processing of face patterns [4] , [5] .
On the other hand, computer scientists/engineers have been interested in finding solutions to the face recognition task for potential applications in such as security and customized services [6] , [7] .
However, from a broader perspective, there are works that show similarities in characteristics of face recognition in humans and computer based algorithms [4] , [8] - [11] . In these works, they consider Principal Component Analysis (PCA) belongs to the right class of image analysis techniques with psychological plausibility. The main purpose of this study is to perform a novel psychological experiment on recognition of average face and examine their results using computer analysis results based on face spaces for building computer models.
We attempt to investigate some of the results of psychological experiments and computer analysis results of face recognition based on two psychological experiments. 1) Classical experiment of distinctiveness rating of face images and, 2) Novel experiment of recognition of an average face were carried out. PCA based eigenfaces were calculated using stimulus images which were utilized in the psychological experiments. Results of psychological experiments were interpreted by eigenface based computer analysis results. As a result, significant correlation was found between human and PCA based (face spaces) computer recognition.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 background of face recognition that is related to this paper is explained briefly. Methods of computer synthesis and analysis of face images that are used in this paper are described in Sect. 3. Two of the psychological experiments, their results and correlation to computer analysis results are given in each of Sect. 4 and Sect. 5. Section 6 is devoted to describing conclusions and future directions of this research.
Background
There has been a huge amount of research related to face processing in wide variety of fields over the past few decades. Theories have been proposed for explaining how different stages of face processing relate to one another. Two of the main face processing theories are Bruce and Young's model [12] and Burton et al's IAC model [13] . Valentine's multidimensional face space model [14] has been a very important theory on explaining how faces are represented in memory. However there remains a very important question unresolved yet. That is "what information is extracted from faces in order to recognize it?". In answering this question, theories of how faces might be encoded could serve as the 'front end' of the above face processing models. Detailed review of these studies are beyond the scope of this paper. We only discuss findings that are potentially relevant to our work. The interested reader is referred to [15] , [16] for detailed information.
Based on Valentine's multidimensional face space model, in recognizing a face by a human, there are three Copyright c 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers known factors that mainly influence the ability of an observer to carry out the task. They are the perceived distinctiveness, orientation and race of the target face [14] . Although, each of these factors had been investigated in isolation based on different theoretical explanations earlier, Valentine proposed a single framework for dealing with all of them. According to his model, individual face is assumed to be encoded as a point in a multidimensional space defined by dimensions that serve to discriminate faces. The main assumption of the framework is that a location in a Euclidean multidimensional space provides an appropriate metaphor for the mental representation of a face.
The process on how faces are represented in the brain, there are mainly two hypotheses, exemplars and face spaces. In the exemplar model, faces are represented by matching to a set of stored exemplars. On the other hand, in the face space model (axis) faces are represented by measuring distances from a standard prototype along a set of different axes [14] , [17] . There are some psychophysical evidences for supporting face space model, for example there is a difficulty for exemplar model to explain caricature effect [18] , [19] . However, most of the findings can be explained using both models.
In this paper we use face space model in describing results of the experiments. In the literature there are some attempts that have been made to number or label the dimensions of this space [4] , [17] . PCA has been influential in building computational models of face recognition that has psychological plausibility. Hancock et al. made comparisons between the responses of a PCA system to a set of test images, and human ratings of facial distinctiveness and similarity for those images. There were significant, although small, correlations between the participants and the PCA system [4] , [15] . Their conclusion was that PCA responded much like humans do when trying to remember an image of an unfamiliar face.
The novelty of our research lies in the second psychological experiment where recognition of an average face is carried out and its results are examined by PCA based analysis results. We examined on how the average face of two face images was recognized by a human in a similarity test respect to the original images which were utilized for the calculation of the average face. As a result we found a tendency that humans recognize the average face as more similar to the original image which is placed further away from the origin of a shape-free eigenface space.
Computer Synthesis and Analysis of Face Images
In this section, we explain how average faces are synthesized for using as stimulus images in psychological experiments and how face images are analyzed based on eigenfaces for interpretation of results of the experiments.
Average Face
We synthesize average face images in terms of the average shape and texture [20] . In the process, to avoid blurring of the resulting image, we have to make correspondences between facial feature points such as eyes, eyebrows, mouth, nose etc. of original images and the face model. This can be done by using a wireframe model. First, face modeling is carried out. Figure 1 shows an example of constructing a 3D face model by using FaceFit † . A 3D generic wireframe model is shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Building a person specific model by fitting the 3D generic wireframe model on to an original frontal face image ( Fig. 1 (b) ) is illustrated in Fig. 1 (c) . This is done manually by clicking and dragging some feature vertexes of the generic face wireframe model to fit on the original image. We manually do it to make fitting error-free. Some points of the head, face outline, eyes, brows, nose, mouth, and neck (The neck model is eliminated in the calculation of the average face) are utilized as feature points. Other vertexes of the wireframe model are adjusted automatically. Note that the depth values (z) are set to defaults and only x,y coordinates are adopted for further calculations. We can save fitted data to a pnt file † † . 3D face model with texture is built using texture mapping technique that is based on triangular patches. Average face is constructed by calculating average vertex values of the face wireframe models and then mapping average textures of the corresponding triangular patches on to it. Average face of all of the twelve stimulus images is shown in Fig. 2 .
Eigenface
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the fre- † Face tools including FaceFit were developed under IPA (face Image Processing system for human like "kansei" Agent) project and, free software download is available under software download service at http://nae-lab.org/project/face/HeikinTool/ † † A pnt file contains face shape in terms of x,y,z coordinates of the facial vertexes of the face wireframe model. Once we have a bitmap file and a pnt file of a face image, we can reconstruct the 3D face model quently used methods for representing face images effectively in low-dimensions. Sirovich and Kirby have proposed an orthogonal basis; eigenpicture for this purpose [21] . Eigenface which was proposed later by Turk and Pentland is one of the well known methods for recognition of face images based on the above orthogonal basis [22] , [23] . In the earlier eigenface versions, mainly texture of a face image had been used. We call this full face eigenface method in this paper. For calculating full face eigenface, texture of affine transformed images (three reference points: centers of eyes and center of mouth) are used in this work. Making a rough alignment of pixel values of the same facial parts of different faces is the purpose of the affine transformation. Full face eigenfaces that are calculated from face image data set that is used in the experiment are shown in Fig. 3 . These eigenfaces carry information about the variations within the face image data set. Each successive eigenface accounts for progressively less of the variation between faces in the data set [15] . Original faces can be represented by weighted sum of few eigenfaces plus the average face. These weights are the coordinates of the face images on the face space (physical). We use these physical face spaces for calculating computer recognition for full face and shape/shape-free eigenfaces that are described below. Later, eigenface method was extended by morphing the faces onto an average shape prior to PCA [24] - [26] . This enables the dealing of shape and shape-free texture separately.
In this work, we use 60 key feature points of a face to represent its shape. These points are extracted based on the fitted wireframe model on to the face images. Using these 60 key feature points, shape eigenfaces were calculated.
In the process of calculating full face PCA, we used 3 reference points to make a rough alignment of pixel values. In the shape-free eigenface method we make a better alignment of pixel values of same facial parts of different faces by texture mapping of each face on to the average face shape of the face data set. In the process, the shapes of the faces are lost. Therefore we call them shape-free eigenfaces. Shape-free eigenfaces calculated from our stimuli set (twelve images) are shown in Fig. 4 . Artifacts can be seen on the contours of full face eigenfaces in Fig. 3 in comparison to shape-free eigenfaces (Fig. 4) . The reasons for the artifacts are variations of contours across original face images due to rough pixel alignment. According to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , it can be seen that shape-free eigen faces can explain facial variations in terms of the texture to a higher quality.
Experiment 1
Purpose of this experiment is to perform classical psychological experiment of distinctive rating of face images and then analyze their results based on computer analysis (PCA) of the images that are used in our main experiment (Experiment 2: the novel one). Faces were rated for perceived distinctiveness in this experiment.
Participants
Fifty seven (17 females and 40 males) university students (19 years old in average) made the distinctiveness rating. They were not familiar with any of the people shown to them on the screen. All the participants had normal or correctedto-normal vision.
Stimuli
Twelve face images were randomly selected from a pool of young Japanese male face database † (512 × 512 pixel † Twelve images were randomly chosen from facial information database (FIND) [27] , [28] . grayscale images, 256 gray levels). All were images in full face pose with a neutral expression. Moles and facial hair on the original images were removed manually. Face area was extracted using the wireframe model eliminating hair, neck and the background. Background is set to black color. Since user responses to a displayed image on a computer screen may differ with face image size and brightness, height of a face image was kept to 7 cms on the screen and the brightness of the image on the computer screen was set to 20 cd/m 2 (Note that the measured brightness of a face image on the screen and its perceived brightness on the paper may differ).
Procedure
In a class room, face images were displayed on computer screens (TEKGEMS, AS-1503SG, 15 inch, TFT) of individual students. The procedure for rating the faces was the same as described by Valentine & Bruce [29] . Participants were asked to rate each face on a 1-7 scale. They were instructed to imagine that they had to meet each person for the first time at a railway station and to rate each face for how easy it would be to spot in a crowd. A face that was very distinctive and so would be easy to spot in a crowd should be rated 7. On the other hand a typical face that would be difficult to identify in a crowd should be rated 1. To make rating, images were selected by a student from a list on a webpage and, each student was provided with a unique random order of a face list. participants were allowed to select and rate face images at their own pace. However, instructions were given them to rate the images as quickly as possible.
Results and Discussion
Mean distinctiveness rating of faces are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5 . Mean distinctiveness rating varies from 2.8 to 6.1 and, overall average is 3.9.
In the conventional face space model, it is assumed that storing representations of faces in memory involves the abstraction of a face norm [14] , [17] . Each individual face is stored in memory according to its deviation from a single general face norm which is located at the origin of the face space. Based on this hypothesis, we used the Euclidean distances from the origin in eigenface space as a measure in calculating computer recognition. Note that as an approximation of the face norm, the average face of twelve face stimuli (Fig. 2) is used in this work.
The rated mean distinctiveness of face images and the Euclidean distances from a prototype face (average face) in PCA based face spaces have high correlations (Table 2 ). Significant correlation is found in full face eigenface space (r = 0.63).
In face recognition, these results support the Valentine's framework of face space model whose axes are defined by eigenfaces.
Experiment 2
Purpose of this experiment is to perform a psychological experiment of recognition of an average face and analyze their results based on computer analysis (PCA) results of the images for building computational models. The novelty of our research lies in this psychological experiment where recognition of an average face is carried out and its results are examined by PCA based analysis results. We conducted a psychological experiment on how average face of two face images was recognized by a human in a similarity test respect to the original images which were utilized for the calculation of the average face. PCA based algorithms were utilized to investigate the results of the psychological experiments and computer analysis results [30] .
We can calculate the average face image C, from two original face images, say A and B, using image processing techniques in terms of the average shape and texture as described in Sect. 3.1.
However, there is a very basic question one can arise regarding the average face that is calculated based on average shape and average texture values. Is the average face C recognized as the average of A and B by a human? This basic question is a multidisciplinary one. It may have applications in engineering, psychology, neuroscience etc. If the answer to the above question is negative, more questions may arise. Can we explain human response results of the average face? Can we predict the human recognition of C using some image analysis methods of A and B?
Participants
Thirty Japanese university students (14 females and 16 males) participated in the experiment voluntarily. Their average age was 21.9 years and they did not overlap with the participants of the experiment 1. Also, they were not familiar with images of any of the people shown to them on the screen. All the participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. One participant took part in the experiment at a time.
Stimuli
The main stimuli were twelve face images that were used in the experiment 1. In addition to that, sixty-six (12 × 11/2 = 66) average faces were synthesized based on the procedure given in the Sect. 3.1 for each of the image pairs of twelve images. As moles and facial hair on the original images had been removed, the resulting average face did not contain any obtrusive objects.
Procedure
As shown in the Fig. 6 , three images were displayed on the middle of a computer display. The average face image was shown on the upper part and, the two original images that Key [1] Key [3] Fig. 6 Average face (on the upper part) was compared with two of the face images that were utilized for its calculation (on the lower part) for similarity as a whole.
were used for the calculation were shown on the lower part of the display. To avoid position effect, positions of the stimulus images in the lower part of the screen were counterbalanced in the experiments. One set of the experiment consisted of 132 trials (66 × 2) and, stimuli were presented in random order. Participants were seated on a chair 90 cm away from the display (Dell E152FPC, 15 inch, TFT). They were instructed to compare the average face with two of its original images carefully and select which was more similar to the average face by pressing a key out of two marked keys on a keypad (ELECOM, TK-UYLG). They did not know how we selected or processed the images. In the judgements, They were asked to focus on the 'face as a whole' not on specific facial parts. They were also asked to judge as quickly as possible.
Results and Discussion
First, Kendall's coefficient of concordance was computed for all participants' responses (W = 0.467, χ 2 (11) = 154.22, p < .001) and, there was a significant agreement among participants. Also, average responses of the participants were distributed nonuniformly across original images (see the row of the average participant responses in the Table 4 ). In 35 cases among 66 average faces used in the experiment, significant number of responses have been acquired by one of the original images (χ 2 (1) = 6.63, p = .01). If there is no bias towards original face images (#a ∼ #l) which are utilized for calculating average face images, it's expected that there is no significant differences of participant's responses to original face images. As the responses are nonuniformlydistributed across original face images with a significant agreement among participants, it is suggested that there is a bias of recognizing an average face image.
In the Experiment 2 we use the correlation between the average responses and the original face images' distances from the origin of the face space for evaluating the results. Dimensions  1D  2D  3D  4D  5D  6D  7D  8D  9D  10D Table 4 Average participant responses and Euclidean distance (×10 3 (8D) ) from the origin on the shape-free eigenface space. We use distances from the origin of face space in this paper based on Valentine's and Johnston's et al. work [14] , [17] . Their assumption is that distinctive faces are stored in the outer side of the space while typical ones tend to be located towards its center. In this paper we assume that the perceived distinctiveness of a face can be described by its distance from the origin (overall average face or a prototype face) of the space and average face recognition results can be explained based on them. By doing so, we also can analyze all the results of experiment 2 at once rather than carrying out just pairwise comparisons.
For comparison of human and computer recognition, full face, shape-free and shape eigenface spaces are constructed. The highest correlation between average participant responses and Euclidean distances of the original face images from the origin is found in the shape-free eigen space (Table 3 ). In the Table 3 , correlation coefficients (r) between average participant responses and Euclidean distances from the origin are shown for 1 to 11 dimensions in fullface, shape and shape-free eigenface space. Significant correlation is found even using a single dimension. The maximum correlation of 0.94 (p < .001) is seen using 8 dimensions. See Fig. 8 for plotted data of average participant responses vs. distances from the origin on the shapefree eigenface space using 8 dimensions.
In shape and full face eigenface space, correlations of 0.35 and 0.51 in maximum (r = 0.58 is significant at 0.05, two-tailed test) can be seen between average participant responses and Euclidean distances from the origin.
In this experiment, average face image of two face images is compared with the original face images for similarity. Thus this experiment focuses on recognizing an average face (combination of average shape and average (shape-free) texture). As experiment results, unsurprisingly, any significant bias is not evident in recognizing the face shape of the average face image. However, there is a noticeable bias in the face space of shape-free texture. The striking finding here is that the correlation between results of the face perception experiment and PCA based face analysis results of the average shape/average shape-free texture have different characteristics. Although, both shape and texture plays a key-role in recognizing a face, as per average face, when comparing to their original face images, presentation on shape-free eigen space and human perception results have the highest and significant correlation.
As it is explained in the results and discussion of the experiment 1, our results supported the Valentine's frame work of face space model whose axes are defined by eigenfaces. In this face recognition model, each individual face is stored in memory according to its deviation from a single general face norm which is located at the origin of the face space. Based on this assumption we used the Euclidean distances from the origin in eigenface space as a measure in calculating computer recognition. Typical faces are generally located near the center of the space while distinctive faces tend to be present in the outer region in a face space [17] . According to our experiment, farther away an original face is situated from the origin, the more number of responses it tend to acquire. According to the Table 4 , #c and #i images have received higher number of responses in average from the participants and, they are placed rather away from the origin (See also Fig. 7 ). On the other hand #a, # f ,#k and #l images have received lower number of responses and, they are situated nearer in the distance to the origin. These data are shown in different fonts in Table 4 .
The face images used in this experiment are randomly chosen images from the face image database FIND. The database consists of 150 face images and it has a wide variety of Japanese face images. Although the number of face images that were used for psychological experiments were twelve, we believe that the selected images reflect the variations of the original face database.
In the literature there are reports that shape-free texture has some interesting properties [4] . In memory experiments, analysis based upon PCA of shape-free faces has given the highest predictions of false positives; those faces easy to reject as being unseen. In face recognition experiments shapefree representation is tested to be efficient in terms of bit rate and correct hits, by comparing to shape-free plus shape data [31] . As pointed out in above works, the efficiency of shape-free representation does not mean that shape is unimportant. Specially, in our experiment of face recognition by humans, unsurprisingly there was no significant bias could be seen in terms of shape of the face image C towards A or B (C has the average shape and texture of face images A and B). In other words, there is no evidence that average shape has not been recognized as the average unsurprisingly. There is a bias in recognizing C in a similarity test to A and B and that can be explained based on shape-free face space.
We also calculated the correlation coefficients between results of the two psychological experiments. Medium level correlation, r = 0.41 (r = 0.58 is significant at 0.05, twotailed test) was found between mean distinctiveness rating of face images in experiment 1 and average participant responses in experiment 2.
The nature of the two experiments differs in the following perspectives. In the first experiment of distinctive rating, the participants have no other images to compare at their hand and they try to figure out how easy the given image to be spotted in a crowd in an imaginary scenario. Therefore, depending of the participant and the context of their mind experiment, different aspects may affect in making a decision. On the other hand, the second experiment is carried out in more controlled conditions as the participant can compare the given average image with two of their original images. Further research will be conducted in future to investigate these interesting aspects and correlation between the experiments.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Our main interest is building computational models of human face recognition based on psychological experiments. In this paper, we specially focused on modeling human face recognition characteristics of average face in the dimension of distinctiveness. We conducted one classical and one novel psychological experiment of face recognition, and then explored their correlations with PCA based computer recognition.
In the first experiment, significant correlation was found between mean distinctiveness rating of face images and their Euclidean distances from the origin in a PCA based face space (for full faces). This result supported the Valentine's face space model in which eigenfaces served as concrete dimensions in discriminating individual faces.
As a result of the second experiment, we found that there was a bias in recognition of an average face. This bias can be explained using the same framework of Valentine's face space model. When an average face is synthesized from two original face images, there is a tendency that humans recognize it as more similar to the original face image which is placed further away from the origin of a shape-free eigenface space.
According to the results of the experiments, significant correlations were found between human and PCA based computer recognition.
Understanding human characteristics/biases in recognizing facial images and building computational models that can deal with them is an important task. Specially, they would be helpful for collaborative face image processing tasks between human and computer. When human makes a decision in a face recognition task, it can be biased due to certain aspects of human face recognition characteristics. Therefore, it is desirable for computer to support in these tasks by modeling/emulating these characteristics and provide the human with scientific evidence to make the right decision. One of the areas that can have applications of this research in future would be law enforcement and security. An example of such a task is a witness and computer system collaborates to find a suspect's face image.
Carrying a psychological experiments using a larger face image database that consists of wide variety of face images and analyzing their results using a computer based image processing method is remained as our future work. Other future works include synthesizing average faces that are recognized by humans as averages.
